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accompanied by ACRONYM to join hands with Nike brought new ride series exposure, Air Presto popularity can be said to be
ignited again. The brand will choose to Air Presto based on its popular Woven elements into them, create a new Air Presto double
SE, the selection of "Neutral Olive" and "Midnight Navy" two color as the main theme, adding lightweight to toe breathable material
for display, with the iconic shoes side band the details as the ornament, finally equipped with shock absorption show. It is reported,
this shoe money already can be bought in each big designated shop, the friend that is interested must not miss. 

PHANTACi's famous shark camouflage pattern gives the Chuck Taylor All Star a whole new look. 

Converse announced the launch of the Chuck Taylor All Star PHANTACi PHANTACi shoes, developed by Jay Chou, the popular
brand of creative director. The new shoes are full of PHANTACi's famous shark camouflage patterns, complemented by the peach
details of the brand, showing a low profile but personalized design idea. 

this time to celebrate the creation of PHANTACi 10th anniversary, especially this section launched a joint project into the PHANTACi
brand visual representation in the classical style, not only to create the trend of generation of the classic combination, but also uses
the Chuck Taylor All Star into the public mind image, set PHANTACi 10th anniversary of this important milepost. 
The 
cooperation with the famous PHANTACi shark camouflage pattern as the main visual, then the brand representative color - Pink
dotted details, including shoe lining, insole, shoe heel and signs everywhere PHANTACi low-key but bright and full of personality
image. In addition, the "NEVER GIVE UP" slogan is printed on the heel of the insole, which conveys the brand's belief that it has been
firmly adhered to for 10 years. 

PHANTACi was founded in 2006 by the king of pop, Jay Chou, and his team. The idea comes from the design and magnificent
fantasy into daily life, as the center of Taipei to the international standards, to provide popular culture friends more avant-garde
choice and life inspiration, and encourage them to pursue their own magical journey, this is what PHANTACi always wanted to
transfer to consumers, "NEVER GIVE UP" brand spirit. No matter how difficult you are, stick to the belief that you never give up! 
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